12th Regional Conference for Southern Europe/Mediterranean of the OWHC

Mostar (Bosnia-Herzegovina), 25-05-2012

AGREEMENTS

-1-
To repeat the agreement to summon the First Youth Photo Contest of the World Heritage Cities in 2012.

-2-
To repeat the agreement to organize a meeting to treat the REGULATION OF THE HERITAGE as a monographic form in 2012 in Aranjuez (Spain).

-3-
Development of the Proyect “Youth Ambassadors World Heritage 2012-2013”.

-4-
Development of the “Accessibility and Heritage” project 2012.

-5-
Actions to achieve membership of Italian cities and Tourist Promotion: To assist with a stand of the Regional Secretariat to the WORLD TOURISM EXPO UNESCO CITIES AND SITES in Assisi (Italy), 21st-23rd September 2012.

-6-
With the proposal of achieve the accord to realize a MEETING WITH THE REGIONAL SECRETARY OF NORTH AFRICA AND MIDDLE EAST, to approach common projects, is accorded to accept the invitation of the Mayor of Tunis (Tunisia) to assist to the Congress about the theme “Management of Historic Cities: the rol of the Local Colectivities and the Civil Society and what tools”. Tunis, 26th-28th November 2012.

-7-
To develop the Project for Excellence in Craft of World Heritages Cities in 2012.

-8-
To re-edit the DROP-DOWN LEAFLET for 2013.

-9-
It is agreed to announce the 9th INTERNET COMPETITION 2013 based on the Game of Memory.
-10- To present all the projects of the Regional Secretary accorded in this Regional Conference to the Loyalty Reward Program for Members of Regional Secretariats of OWHC 2012 to receive his economic support.

-11- To celebrate the 13th Regional Conference in Oaxaca (México) 12-15/11/2013 with the occasion of the 12th World Congress of the OWHC.

-12- To celebrate the 14th Regional Conference in Cordoba (Spain), in 2014.

-13- To invite to the cities of the countries invited to the Regional Conference to adjoint to the OWHC, as a member if they are World Heritage Cities or as Observer if they don't.

-14- It's accorded the Regional Secretary to assume the travel costs of the representatives of the cities in good standing to assist to the meetings.

-15- The city of Evora (Portugal) offer to the other cities (if there is any voluntary) to coordinate the Financial Commission and offer to the city of Rhodes (Greece) to share both cities the responsibilities of Financial and Tourism.

-16- The city of Bordeaux (France) makes the proposal to each city designs and communicates to the Regional Secretary, a technical responsible for the areas of Tourism, Education-Culture and Urbanism and Rehabilitation.

-17- It's accorded to thank to the city of Mostar its hospitality and the effort as economic as staff in the organization of this Regional Conference.